
How To Read the Cash Flow 
Walk Chart

Follow the Cash…



Cash Flow Walk Chart

• The Cash Flow Walk chart is read differently than the Pre-Tax Net Income 
Chart. We are looking at sources and uses of cash on the Cash Flow Walk.

• The Cash Flow Walk shows cash inflows and outflows for the quarter – the 
first bar is ‘Beginning of Quarter Cash/Debt’, and the last bar is ‘End of 
Quarter Cash / Debt. We are ‘walking’ through the items in the quarter.

• A green bar at either end indicates that you have cash in the bank (look at 
‘Cash’ on the Balance Sheet to compare). A red bar at either end indicates 
that you are using your Line of Credit (look at ‘Debt’ on the Balance Sheet 
to compare).

• Your goal is to explain *why* an item ‘contributed to’ or ‘used’ cash.
• The Pre-Tax Net Income Chart shows favorable or unfavorable variances to 

Plan. Cash Flow walk shows sources and uses of cash: you are reconciling 
the sources and uses of cash in the quarter.



Beginning of Quarter Cash / Debt reflects the cash you have in the bank, *or* the amount of debt 
you are using via Line of Credit. This number is your starting point for the most recent quarter. In this example, there is
no cash; the company is being funded using debt. In reality, a company can have both cash on the Balance Sheet, and use debt.



Net Income ‘contributes to’ cash flow here because the bar is green. A red bar means you had a net loss in the quarter.
*What are the key drivers behind the Net Income in the quarter?* (This last question relates to the Pre-Tax Net Income walk.)



Since Depreciation is a ‘non-cash expense’ – meaning that you do not ‘pay’ anyone depreciation; it is purely a bookkeeping
entry – we add back depreciation because it is included in the calculation of Net Income. Depreciation contributes 
to cash flow. The amount in depreciation is the change in Net PP&E in the quarter (assuming we did not purchase 
anymore PP&E).

Change = $12.5k



An increase in Receivables on the Balance Sheet can happen for a few reasons: we had more sales (either from more units
sold or because of a price increase), or we changed our terms to the customer. If Receivables on the Balance Sheet increased,
that means our customer has the cash and we do not, so it is considered a ‘use’ of cash. A decrease of Receivables on the 
Balance Sheet would show as a green bar on the Cash Flow walk: it means we have the cash and is a ‘source’ of cash. 
The dollar amount on the Cash Flow walk is the difference between the quarters on the Balance Sheet. *You will need to
explain why Receivables was a source or a use of cash.*



Like Receivables, an increase in Inventory (in total) on the Balance Sheet means that the cash is tied up in Inventory, 
and we do not have the cash. An increase in Inventory on the Balance Sheet is shown in red, since it is considered 
a ‘use’ of cash. A decrease in cash on the Balance Sheet is considered a ‘source’ of cash. *You will need to explain why 
inventory was a source or a use of cash.*



Accounts Payable is the opposite of Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable can increase because we purchased more
Raw Materials, the price changed, or we changed our terms with our supplier. An increase in AP on the Balance Sheet is 
a green ‘source’ of cash, as we currently have the cash that we owe our supplier. A decrease in AP means we paid the 
supplier, and we no longer have the cash, so it is represented as a ‘use’ of cash, and a red bar. *You will need to explain
why AP was a source or a use of cash.*



The Plant & Equipment bar shows whether the company bought (use of cash – red bar) or sold (source of cash – green bar)
heavy machinery, buildings, or other capital assets. Do not confuse ‘P&E’ with ‘Net P&E’ on the Balance Sheet: Net P&E
includes the depreciation on the P&E.



Common Stock shows the sale (source of cash – green bar) or repurchase (use of cash – red bar) of the stock in the company.
If a bar shows $0, it means that the item neither used nor contributed to cash in that quarter.



Once we start with the beginning balance, and add all the sources and subtract all the uses of cash in the quarter,
we end up with the cash balance at the end of the quarter. You will see the ending balance in Cash (if the bar is green)
or Debt (if the bar is red) on the Balance Sheet. In this example, there was more cash outflow than inflow in the quarter,
so the debt balance at the end of the quarter is higher than the beginning balance. If the inflow was more than the outflow,
the result would show either less debt being used, or cash on the Balance Sheet.



When you are explaining the Cash Flow walk, using data and numbers will help support your explanations. The Cash Flow
Walk section of the QBR (as well as the Pre-Tax Net Income Walk section of the QBR) should contain many numbers in 
your explanations. Use $ and % to paint the picture to your audience of what happened in the quarter.


